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Enable complete vector signal analysis in a
low-cost and flexible solution

 MULTI-
MEASUREMENT

Analyze and display multiple 
signals simultaneously

ISOLATE UNEXPECTED 
INTERACTIONS

with powerful
vector signal analysis

DEEPER SIGNAL 
ANALYSIS

Spectral data with context 
or full demodulated streams 

with graphing and audio 
support
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OVERVIEW

E300
Enabler for

Keysight 89600 VSA

Enable complete vector signal 
analysis in a low-cost and 
flexible solution

Over 75 signal standards 
and modulation types

1

Analyze and display 
multiple signals at once

2

Consistent signal analysis across 
applications and deployments

3

Spectrogram, digital persistence, 
and cumulative history displays

4

Isolate unexpected 
interactions

5

Integrated and easy-to-use 
platform

6

The thinkRFTM E300 Enabler 

allows the thinkRF Real-Time 

Spectrum Analyzers to fully

interface with the leading 

Keysight 89600 VSA 

software*. The combined 

solution provides an integrated 

and easy-to-use platform that

supports over 75 modulation 

types, enables greater insight 

into captured signals, and 

allows for complete vector 

signal analysis for various

research, deployment, and 

monitoring applications.

thinkRF is the first third-party 

product to directly connect 

with Keysight VSA. Leading

software-defined spectrum 

analysis solutions from 

thinkRF give users access to a 

low-cost, portable, and flexible 

platform that maintains the 

performance and capabilities 

of the Keysight 89600 VSA.

Integrate the thinkRF Real-Time 
Spectrum Analyzers with
Keysight 89600 VSA using the 
thinkRF E300 Enabler

* Keysight 89600 VSA (part number 89601200C) works in 

conjunction with Keysight’s multi-vendor hardware connectivity 

software option 89601301C.
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HIGHLIGHTS
Enabler for Keysight 89600 VSA

Open, flexible, robust spectrum monitoring and analysis
With faster data rates and a more crowded spectral
environment, spectrum analysis has become more
complex. Achieving the clarity required to pinpoint a
signal problem is a difficult challenge.
The combination of the thinkRF Real-Time 
Spectrum Analyzers and the leading Keysight 
89600 VSA software, powered by the thinkRF 
E300 Enabler, allows users, for the first time, to 
perform robust and powerful analysis for all forms 
of signals. Expand your measurement capabilities 
and perform consistent signal analysis across 
applications and deployments, including portable, 
remote, and distributed.

The thinkRF Real-Time Spectrum Analyzers have
the best price-performance ratio on the market, and
gives users more flexibility and greater coverage. 
The thinkRF RTSAs serve as the ideal spectrum
monitoring and analysis platform having wide
bandwidth, deep dynamic range, and 27 GHz
frequency range in a small, one-box platform 
designed for distributed deployment.
Combined with the Keysight 89600 VSA software,
users can reach deeper into signals in time, 
frequency, and modulation domains, view multiple 
signals at once, and isolate unexpected interactions 
with powerful vector signal analysis.

thinkRF Software-Defined Spectrum Analysis Platform
The thinkRF Real-Time Spectrum Analyzers are 
built on innovative and highly optimizable software 
defined radio (SDR) technologies. Users gain 
more flexibility, greater coverage, and increased 
functionality in a compact and cost-effective unit 

that provides the best price-performance ratio on 
the market. An inexpensive standard PC can then 
be connected to provide the necessary computing 
power for digital signal processing, signal analysis, 
and other capabilities.

Advantages of Software-Defined Technologies
• Greater versatility and flexibility to deploy and 

monitor in more environments and scenarios
• Better frequency and bandwidth performance to 

detect complex waveforms and a variety of signals 
of interest

• Easily upgradable and feature rich platform to detect 
signals in real-time

• Best price-performance ratio on the market in a 
compact form-factor

• Designed and built for today’s complex spectrum 
monitoring applications and requirements
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PERFORMANCE
thinkRF Real-Time Spectrum Analyzers (RTSAs)

1 LARGE FREQUENCY RANGE

The frequencies and bandwidths of commercial wireless systems 
have been increasing steadily to accommodate the growing demand 
for larger data rates. The thinkRF RTSAs support frequency ranges 
from 9 kHz up to 27 GHz which enables testing of modern systems 
including tests such as third-order intercept.

2 WIDE INSTANTANEOUS BANDWIDTH 

Modern waveforms such as 802.11ac standard utilize waveforms 
that occupy up to 80 MHz in bandwidth and LTE-Advanced aims 
to utilize bandwidths of up to 100 MHz. The RTSAs provide up to 
100 MHz of instantaneous bandwidth in its direct conversion mode, 
however, since the integration with the Keysight 89600 VSA is done 
in SH mode, this limits the bandwidth to 40 MHz.

4 REAL-TIME ACQUISITION MEMORY AND 
TRIGGER CAPABILITY

Modern waveforms such as those associated with the wireless LAN 
standards utilize packet-based signaling techniques. The RTSAs 
enable real-time capture of multiple data packets by providing 
real-time hardware-based frequency domain triggering capability 
in conjunction with real-time memory storage of up to 64 million 
samples.

3 DEEP DYNAMIC RANGE

RF measurements for characterizing IP3 generally require a dynamic 
range of around 100 dB. The RTSAs support multiple ADCs thereby 
providing wide IBW with 70 dB dynamic range and a narrow IBW 
with 100 dB dynamic range.

5

6

FAST SCAN SPEED

SMALL SIZE, WEIGHT, AND POWER

Scan speed determines how fast the analyzer can jump from 
analyzing one set of frequencies to another set. The RTSAs have 
fast setup times and provides sophisticated capture control.

The RTSAs have a length and width less than a sheet of paper, 
weighs less than 3 kg and consumes less than 20 W of power 
making it a fraction of the size, weight and power of traditional lab-
grade spectrum analyzers.
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FEATURES & CAPABILITIES
Enabler for Keysight 89600 VSA

The industry’s first multi-measurement capability can 
configure, execute and display multiple measurements 
simultaneously.
Connect to multiple analyzers at the same time to acquire 
signals from different test points or frequency bands in 
parallel, and compare and correlate results from different 
measurements. 

Measure and analyze proprietary signals plus more than 
75 signal standards and modulation types. Test today’s 
signals and be ready for tomorrow’s standards and 
modulations, including Cellular LTE, W-CDMA, WLAN 
802.11ac/n/a/b/g, Bluetooth, Zigbee, RFID, AM, FM, PM, 
BPSK, QPSK, QAM, OFDM, and others.

Perform detailed analysis of dynamic signal behaviors 
with advanced display types including spectrogram, 
digital persistence, and cumulative history displays, and a 
comprehensive set of measurement tools and functions. 
Catch elusive or short duration signals with external 
triggers, and view multiple facets of complex signals with 
unlimited markers and traces. 

ANALYZE AND DISPLAY MULTIPLE 
SIGNALS AT ONCE

OVER 75 SIGNAL STANDARDS AND 
MODULATION TYPES

POWERFUL MEASUREMENT TOOLS 
AND CAPABILITIES

2

3

4

1 VECTOR SIGNAL ANALYSIS

The leading Keysight 89600 VSA Software is a powerful 
measurement tool that lets users see through the 
complexity and analyze and troubleshoot signals in cellular, 
wireless-connectivity, aerospace, defense, and general-
purpose applications. Apply vector signal analysis at 
virtually any point in your design for consistent and accurate 
measurements across applications and deployment 
scenarios. 
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General Specifications

thinkRF Real-Time Spectrum Analyzers Supported
R5500 / R5700 / R5550 / R5750 All models except for WBIQ

E300 Perpetual license for E300 Enabler for integration of R5500 and R5x50 product lines 
with Keysight 89600 VSA software

89601200C Vector signal analysis software
Basic vector signal analysis (required, from Keysight)
(Please, place your order through Keysight)

89601301C Multi-vendor connectivity option
RTSA connectivity (required, from Keysight)
(Please, place your order through Keysight)

Ordering Information

Part Number Description

  8 GHz RTSA R5750-408 9 kHz to   8 GHz, RTBW up to 100 MHz
18 GHz RTSA R5750-418 9 kHz to 18 GHz, RTBW up to 100 MHz

27 GHz RTSA R5750-427 9 kHz to 27 GHz, RTBW up to 100 MHz

  8 GHz RTSA R5750-408-O 9 kHz to   8 GHz, RTBW up to 100 MHz, weather resistant option

18 GHz RTSA R5750-418-O 9 kHz to 18 GHz, RTBW up to 100 MHz, weather resistant option

27 GHz RTSA R5750-427-O 9 kHz to 27 GHz, RTBW up to 100 MHz, weather resistant option

  8 GHz RTSA R5550-408 9 kHz to   8 GHz, RTBW up to 100 MHz

18 GHz RTSA R5550-418 9 kHz to 18 GHz, RTBW up to 100 MHz

27 GHz RTSA R5550-427 9 kHz to 27 GHz, RTBW up to 100 MHz

  8 GHz RTSA R5500-408 9 kHz to   8 GHz, RTBW up to 100 MHz

18 GHz RTSA R5500-418 9 kHz to 18 GHz, RTBW up to 100 MHz

27 GHz RTSA R5500-427 9 kHz to 27 GHz, RTBW up to 100 MHz

  8 GHz RTSA R5500-408E 9 kHz to   8 GHz, RTBW up to 100 MHz, 
Embedded Chassis option

27 GHz RTSA R5700-427 9 kHz to 27 GHz, RTBW up to 100 MHz

Base Units Part Number Description
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© thinkRF Corp., Ottawa, Canada 
Trade names are trademarks of the owners
These specifications are preliminary, non-warranted, and subject to change without notice. 

Intellectual Property - Patents
The thinkRF E300 product line is protected by patents, (US8,675,781, US9,197,260, US9,350,404, US8,886,794) in the United States. This information is provided to satisfy 
the patent marking provisions including, but not limited to, the patent marking provisions of the America Invents Act (AIA) and is intended to serve as notice under 35 U.S.C. 
§ 287(a), as amended by Section 16 of the AIA. Additional patents may be pending in the United States and/or elsewhere.
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CONTACT US TODAY
FOR A FREE DEMO!

thinkRF
TM E300

Enabler for Keysight 89600 VSA

sales@thinkrf.com +1-613-369-5104

mailto:sales%40thinkrf.com?subject=E300%20-%20Demo

